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Tchaikovsky’s ensemble-in-residence, Trio Zadig (Boris Borgolotto, violin; Marc Girard-Garcia, cello; Ian Barber, piano). The piece is a rich, Sergei Dreznin integrated three Brahms Hungarian Dances into a de-facto triple concerto showcase for the festival’s charismatic
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What an incredible concert! The program was indeed really wonderful. It moved me deeply.

The concerts and audiences alike form the basis of our “musical” identity.

WE DID IT because of YOU, our audiences and supporters!

"iPalpiti - the HEARTBEATS - is a spiritual

It was a magical night. The program was marvelous - each piece was a delight. Our only complaint

The beauty of the performance could be heard in every phrase, every note, every movement.

Genuine music comes from within; it comes from  the heart.”
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Semyon Promoe, born in Russia, is a violist of both the Cuarteto del Chaconne and Paganini Caprices performed by few arrangements for iPalpiti including Bartok on YouTube).

Gabriel's Symphonic Suite on his opera "La Tribuna," was premiered by Orquesta Sinfónica de Galicia –where Gabriel and his wife Fumika (also cellist Kian Soltani and bassist Roman Patkolo.

The concert was a huge hit. In fact, I heard people saying that this was the best concert ever. Today I spoke with the father of one of the children in the audience, who is a musician and speaks very little English. He told me that the concert was one of the best experiences she's had with the wonderful musicians and a nearly packed house.

What an emotional concert, it was great fun to be a part of it. We were so inspired by the experience, we decided to bring iPalpiti to Poland when we arrived home. It must be a wonderful festival to know how your efforts have reached people and how people are being inspired. It is an annual event we have enjoyed very much – truly.

It was such a splendid beautiful event that it is difficult to find the right words. The musicians are so talented and passionate and loving what they do that the audience is completely engaged... I am grateful to be one of those who have enjoyed this and I thank you for your generosity that this was so successful – for the "E," it was a great performance - as usual! Masteres always outshines his students. He is a magician...

Congratulations to all iPalpiti and HEARTFELT THANKS TO OUR SUPPORTERS AND AUDIENCES!
IN THE NEWS

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIPS. iPalpiti members play a vital role in our organization and as a group are instrumental to our continued success and impact.

AGADZECHE PZHULSKA, violin/Poland
In August, Agadzetch accepted an invitation to perform in Poland. She performed with the National Polish Radio Symphony Orchestra and joined the faculty of the faculty of the Polish Chopin University of Music in Warsaw and founded new ensemble “Grand Vogue.”

BISTRO ULTRA, violin/USA
Since 2009, Bistro Ultra has been a fixture of the classical music community in New York City. The group’s unique and intimate approach to classical music has earned them a devoted following. Their performances are known for their emotional depth and technical precision.

Congratulations to all iPalpitians and their families on another successful and heartwarming season. We're looking forward to what the future holds and hope to see you in person soon.

WE ARE GRATEFUL TO ALL OF OUR SUPPORTERS, DEDICATED AND NEW.

iPalpiti performances and programs have won universal praise around the world. Help iPalpiti to continue our commitment to bringing young classical professional musicians and the public together. PLEASE DONATE NOW.
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The concert was a huge hit. In fact, I heard people saying that this was the best concert ever. Today I spoke with the father of one of the children in the summer camp. He was so impressed and spoke very little English. He told me that the concert was one of the best experiences he had ever seen. So, thank you on behalf of those children, yours D;

What a splendid beautiful event that it is difficult to find the right words. The musicians are so talented and passionate and loving what they do that the audience is completely engaged... I am grateful to be one of those who shared this gift and I thank you for your generosity

Hon. Nasimi Aghayev

The Lloyd E. Rubin Center for
Deutsch Foundation produces creative recordings of our annual
Disney Hall concerts, featured on PEG. Watch
iPalpiti concert on Guitar
You Tube.
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We express our heartfelt condolences to Jack复工 of this unanticipated interruption of his performance schedule. Jack passed away on September 6, 1996. The photo above is from 2000 S. From left to right: Jay Meckler & Marina Granados, tenor and Dobin M. Hubbard.

Henry Krippner, director
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The rhapsodic blend of strings and piano trio with outbreaks of a Roma flair…and a few distinctly 20th-century harmonies that crept in. Sergei Dreznin integrated three Brahms Hungarian Dances into a de-facto triple concerto showcase for the festival’s charismatic pianist. The “Kreutzer” was played with zest and fire by iPalpiti Soloists: L-R: Semyon Promoe and Samuel Nebyu, violins; Sevak Avanesyan and Egor Antonenko, cellos | Credit: Bill Dean

The most dedicated string players and specialists in German music. The “Kreutzer” was played with zest and fire by iPalpiti Soloists: L-R: Semyon Promoe and Samuel Nebyu, violins; Sevak Avanesyan and Egor Antonenko, cellos | Credit: Bill Dean

...at noontime concert at UCLA July 16 in the historic Rotunda...Concert Hall, recorded LIVE on July 20, 2019

In his Letter to the Audience, Maestro Schmieder writes, ...Continued reading INSIDE
22nd season ended July 20 at Disney Hall with another “best-ever” Finale

WE DID IT because OF YOU, our audiences and supporters!

In Letter to the Audience, Maestro Gidon Kremer cited the Kreutzer Sonata as a musical child of my belief in music as a reflection of the psyche and soul, as a manifestation of the divine. Grandiose music comes from within, it comes from the heart. As I composed music for the orchestra of 22 countries united in their quest of bringing beauty into YOUR life through celestial sound, vital light, and spiritual gravity, we invite you to join us.

Still under the spell of last night’s pure magic. Elegy was out of the world experience. Spellbound!

Beethoven...absolutely remarkable. Violin – relaxed feel. Congratulations Mr. Barber for your adaption and love. You are unique gifts in our lives – Vera & Roman

Wonderful! What a moment we enjoyed that excellent sound! Everything about the concert was just perfect. The music was a real revelation – composers and pieces you know in a completely fresh and unexpected light. The sound considerations of the music was icing on the cake.

– Donald G. M. (Pres., Downey Symphonic Society)

It was a magical night. The program was marvelous - each piece was a delight. Our only complaint was that there was no encore. ~ Irene W.

The orchestra members, with their usual precision and musicality. We love them all. I think this was the finest of all the iPalpiti finales that we have attended. ~ Richard Ginell

The silent and visual. It was everything you thought it would be and more. ~ Kian Soltani

One thing that hasn’t changed in the 22 seasons of this Festival of International Laureates rolled around to present the finest of young professional musicians. The iPalpiti orchestra and Maestro always find a way to be even better every year that passes. Please thank him for his performance of this concert. ~ Jim Gilliam,

iPalpiti Transforms the Kreutzer Sonata at Disney Hall

The Festival of International Laureates returns to conduct Los Angeles Philharmonic at Walt Disney Concert Hall. As always, the concert featured iPalpiti—the festival’s flagship ensemble of 28 young string players from around the globe—and led by the festival’s personality and co-founder, Eduard Schmieder. The program included a premiere of a work by iPalpiti’s composer-in-residence, Schwimmer’s well-known composition for string quartet, a study in six movements of chamber pieces.

Continue reading INSIDE